Danke Schoen

Music: Bert Kaempfert; Lyrics: Kurt Schwabach & Milt Gabler, 1962

Key: G

Moderately

1. Dank-e-schoen, _ darling dank-e-schoen, _ thank you for _
2. Dank-e-schoen, _ darling dank-e-schoen, _ thank you for _
3. Dank-e-schoen, _ darling dank-e-schoen, _ thank you for _
4. Dank-e-schoen, _ darling dank-e-schoen, _ thank you for _

DULCIMER TAB NOTE: X means play dulcimer chord only. Do not play dulcimer melody tab.
Note is a D# and does not exist on dulcimer. Other instruments and voices can pick up the note.